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amazonia REGION

3

SINFONÍA TRÓPICO IN THE amazonia
STAGE # 3
Three months ago, we concluded the third stage of our Sinfonía Trópico tour, which took us to the
Colombian Amazon. We chose San José de Guaviare as our center location and the point of departure for
our activities.
A lucky choice: we instantly felt welcome by the municipality and the department, quickly found
extremely capable and enthusiastic partners, and had the unique chance of working with an amazingly
talented group of young people. In fact, after such a warm greeting and having encountered so much
beauty in Guaviare, it’s still to adjust to the colder climate in Berlin.
Guaviare was not a random choice. It is a region with a long history of conflict and with alarmingly high
rates of deforestation. With the exception of Caquetá, there is no other region with such high
deforestation. It is therefore no surprise that our environmental work focused on demonstrating the
value, wealth, and beauty of the forest, and on raising appreciation of its role in shaping the identity of
the people living in the Colombian Amazon.
Artistically, our work in Guaviare focused on video, film and photography. We worked with over 50
teenagers, teaching them documentary film and photography, opening their eyes to the environment
around them, both to its beauty and the environmental pressures surrounding it. We were lucky enough
to set up in partnership with Ambulante Mas Allá, a group of documentary filmmakers from Bogotá.
They worked (day and night) for three intensive weeks on producing short films that were to be shown at
our closing event on May 17.
We also worked with Mateo Perez, a photographer and professor of photography at the Faculty of Arts
at Javeriana University in Bogotá. Mateo worked with a group of young students, teaching them the very
wide-ranging aspects of photography. The group made their own photographic paper from organic fiber
and developed their own prints. They also constructed a camera obscura and traveled on several
photographic excursions to the tropical forest and to farms adjacent to the forest.
The young artists of Colectivo Atempo found a very impressive way to raise awareness about the number
of trees in Guaviare being cut down every day. On May 14, they spent over 16 hours counting and laying
down 18,992 little sticks on the square in front of the regional government office - one little stick for
every tree that got felled that day. They also organized the painting of another “Mural de Diversidad”
that has become our signature in the public spaces used by the communities we visited.
The result of these activities has been three short documentaries. These are currently in the postproduction stage and, when released, we expect them to be widely disseminated. They show the state of
the rivers and water resources, deforestation, and how the role of young people in influencing decisions
can affect their sustainable future. We also organized a photograhic exhibition and a closing event
featuring dedicated compositions and texts from indigenous peoples, young rappers, and traditional
musicians.
We are grateful to the people of Guaviare, in particular to Geovanny Gómez Críales, Mayor of the City of
San José de Guaviare, and our partner Warner Valencia Sánchez, and the more than 40 participants in
our workshops. Thanks for working with us – you made sure that we fell in love with Guaviare and will
return again.

Charlotte & Lillevan, 4 june, 2015.
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CEDRELINGA CATENAEFORMIS

Species: Cedrelinga catenaeformis D. Ducke.
Family: Fabaceae-Mimosoideae
Common names:
Perú: huayra caspi, cedrorana.
Colombia: achapo.
Ecuador: seique. Brazil: cedrorana.
Common commercial name: Tornillo
Cedrelinga Catenaeformis is a tree belonging to the family of the legumes (Fabaceae). It is distributed
through the tropics of Latin America, between 0 and 750m above sea level. It grows slowly and tolerates
droughts very well. It reaches between 30 and 50m height and 6 to 14m of diameter; its cortex is of a
dark brown color, rough texture and a ritidoma coriaceous.
Some indigenous communities of the Amazon build their canoes and paddles from the Achapo tree
(Cedrelinga cateniformis). The wood of the “tornillo” tree is also used to build big boats and car bodies
for trucks because of its resistance. The “tornillo” is recognized as one of the most important species
threatened by deforestation in the foothills of the Amazonia-Orinoquia region.
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Welcome Speech by the Mayor of San José del Guaviare
“Good evening everyone! I’m very excited, and I think everybody here is also very excited because we’ve
been able to feel very good vibrations. Thanks to the young girls and boys and teenagers who have been
participating in this wonderful project. Thank you, Sinfonía Trópico! We understand much better now
why you are called Sinfonía. We have been experiencing a spectacular Sinfonía live! You have managed
in a wonderful way to activate the talents of the teenagers in Guaviare, and you’ve allowed us to see,
thanks to the documentaries you’ve shown, the potential that the municipality and the department
have, but also the social problems we’re facing.
I would like to thank Sinfonía, Charlotte Streck, and Marcus von Essen from the German Embassy in
Colombia, as well as Juan Pablo Castro and all the members of the Sinfonía Trópico team. Of course, we
know that the German government has seen a special way of applying its resources in the department of
Guaviare to protect our rainforests, our environment, and our wildlife. I would like to reiterate my
thanks to the people of the municipality, and to the German government, especially the German Ministry
of Environment. I know it is contributing important resources so that Sinfonía Trópico can be here. Over
the past year we’ve had a series of visits by the German government. As a result of these visits,
wonderful projects are being born, such as the REDD+ GIZ program here in Guaviare. All these are part of
a number of initiatives that the German government has started for Guaviare and the Colombian
Amazon, designed to conserve and protect our forests and help to create consciousness about our
beautiful, unique, powerful and wonderful richness here in el Guaviare.
We know that there is yet more to come and we just have to thank you. Thanks for all these beautiful
artistic activities, for the images, photography, documentaries, and all the work with the murals, and for
the songs and this great work of mixing sounds. To the team that has developed all this, we owe it to
them.
For sure, Germany and the rest of the world will get to know what you have shown tonight. This means
that many more countries and their people will have the opportunity to see not only the natural richness
that Guaviare has to offer, but also its potential and the challenges we’re facing. People will see a great
opportunity to work here. This being said, I would like to repeat what Gerd Müller, the Minister for
Economic Cooperation and Development, said when he visited us last year: “Without the Colombian
Amazon, without these forests, life in Europe would not be possible. Thank you to everybody, and
especially to Sinfonía Trópico and the teenagers who have participated in this wonderful project.”

Geovanny Gómez Críales, Mayor of San José del Guaviare, 17 May, 2015
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Part #1 - AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION DATE

5 May 2015

6 May 2015

7 May 2015

8 May 2015

9 May 2015

PLACE OF ACTIVITY

San José del Guaviare

San José del Guaviare

ACTIVITY

PARTICIPANTS

Papeto Guarnizo
(technical director
técnic, CO), Javier
Sinfonía Trópico and
Ambulante arrive to SJDG. Ortiz (scientific, CO),
Mónica Bustamente
(artist, CO), Camilo
Pachón (artist, CO),
Juliana Rodríguez
(artist, CO), Andrés
Silva (artist, CO)
Workshop Ambulante:
Emiliano Altuna
Emiliano Altuna arrives; (director, CO), Mónica
audiovisual workshop
Bustamente, Hernando
by Ambulante
Contreras Suárez,
Colombia: autobiografy Carlos Enrique Díaz
workshop.
Hernández, Zidane
Stanley Ferix Roda,
Juliana María Latorre
Rodríguez, Darío
Ambulante: projection
Alfonso Montoya
and analysis of the film Barrera, Omar Muñoz
“La Chirola”; topic of
Ortíz, Karla
the day: The Process.
Navarrete, Camilo
Pachón, Miguel Ángel
Pineda Rodríguez,
Alejandro Ramírez,
Lillevan Pobjoy and
Arnol Ramírez Macías,
Martin Meyer arrive,
Dahiana Restrepo,
Ambulante: defining
Juliana Rodríguez,
themes for short
Branly Atman Ruiz
documentaries; topic of Ortíz, Juan Andrés
the day: the interview; Sepúlveda, Andrés
projection and analysis Silva, Andrés Camilo
of the film “ El Alcalde” Velázquez Rojas, Eroel
and “Mr. Death”.
Villegas
Ambulante: distribution
of roles and work
groups for filming;
SINCHI and Lillevan
participated in the
project.

Sinfonía Trópico team:
Papeto Guarnizo,
Martin Meyer, Javier
Ortiz, Lillevan Pobjoy

Part #1 -AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION DATE

PLACE OF ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

PARTICIPANTS
The whole
Ambulante team.

10 May 2015

11 May 2015

12 May 2015

13 May 2015

San José del Guaviare

Musicians Camilo
Martinez and Santiago
Roa arrive;
Ambulante: dividing
groups by area of work.
Ambulante: official start
filming process.

Workshop by Mateo
Pérez: Karenth Buitrago,
Muryuri Castillo, Juan
Pablo Copete, Marleny
Gaitán, Daniel Garzón,
Dumar Magón, Yaline

Méndez, Susana
Montoya, Caren Novoa,
Mateo Pérez, Javier
Romero Posso, Brayan
Mateo Pérez arrives;
Camilo Serna, Johana
Ambulante: filming
Silva
process; division of all the
Colectivo Atempo
team in the three
Workshop: Juan Pablo
production groups.
Aguirre, Mateo Ayala
(artist, CO), Jorge
Alfredo Buitrago,
Felipe Cifuentes (artist,
CO), Camilo Constaín
Arrival of Charlotte
(artist, CO), Daniel
Streck, Juan Pablo
Castro, Tatiana Saavedra, Eduardo Cruz Calvo,
Marcos Antonio
Mateo Ayala, Diego
Garcés, Omar Yesid
Malaver y Camilo
Gutiérrez, Ángel
Constaín de Colectivo
Hurtado
Atempo; Ambulante:
Herrera, Cristian
Fernando López
“Experimental Station El Hernández, Diego
Malaver (artist, CO), Jhon
Trueno” visit, SINCHI;
Bairon Borja Minota,
filming; Photography
Jorge Enrique Parrado
Workshop with Mateo
Varela,
Pérez: meeting at the
Néstor Javier Perdomo
cultural house, darkroom Suárez, Cristian
construction, pinhole
Alexander
Querubin Velázquez,
camera workshop;
Tatiana Saavedra
Colectivo Atempo:
(artista, CO), Camilo
Workshop "Cultiva
Zamora
Cultura".
S.T. Team: Juan Pablo
Castro,
Papeto Guarnizo,
Martin Meyer,
Lillevan Pobjoy,
Charlotte Streck
Musicians: Camilo
Martínez, Santiago
Roa.

"So, it is not just art for art’s sake in an aesthetic sense, but art with an
environmental aim. The artist penetrates nature and nature penetrates the
artist. And like this the arts reach places where science does not get to”,
says Castro, and “the aim is no other than to transform your heart more than
your mind”, he finishes. El Espectador, 6 May, 2015

6 MAy
Ambulante
General introduction to the Ambulante Más Allá project, and presentation of the team and young
participants. Autobiographic exercise.

7 MAy
We had a projection and analysis of the documentary “La Chirola”. Then, we conducted a workshop on the
basic introduction to photography. We introduced the subject of the day: the process, the practical exercise,
shooting process, and groupings. Then, the analysis of the results of the practical exercise. Afterwhich, we
had the first proposals of stories for the short-documentaries.
"The most important thing is to discover the vocations. Imagine getting
up every day and doing things that you don’t like…” Altuna goes to San José
del Guaviare as one of the instructors for documentary film with the
Sinfonía Trópico visit, who is seeking to raise awareness about the
protection of the environment. “The stories we are telling are borrowed. We
have a responsibility - people are human beings, not characters. And then
we have a responsibility towards our country. You establish an ethical
contract and you have to keep it with conviction”, affirms Emiliano Altuna.
El Tiempo, 14 May, 2015

8 MAy
“The presence of Sinfonía Trópico in the department of Guaviare is having very
positive results in terms of the knowledge that groups of teenagers are
receiving in the region, making documentaries and focusing on the preservation
and conservation, and the sustainable use of their environment.”
www.marandua.co, 14 May, 2015

This was the first distribution of groups to work in teams. Introduction to the topic of the day: The
interview. Projection and analysis of the documentaries “El Alcalde” (The Mayor) and “Mr. Death”.
Introduction and training of the basics of filming, editing of audio material, storing and editing of images.
Practical exercise: filming of an interview, with 3 groups of 5 people.

9 MAy
On this day, we had the analysis of the results of the practical exercise. Here, we narrowed down the
three topics for the short-documentaries and the definitive distribution of groups and each one’s
working role. In addition, SINCHI participated with the aim of contextualizing over the environmental
problems of the region and the participation of Lillevan with the aim of contextualizing the goals of
Sinfonía Trópico in the Amazon. We also had the first scouting of locations and personalities.
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ambulante colombia in san josé del guaviare

DOCUMENTARIST EmiliANO Altuna
GIVING a WORKSHOP IN SJDG

Ambulante Colombia giving a workshop

10 may
Division of groups by area of work: directing,
cinematography, postproduction and audio

DOCUMENTARY TEAM: with AMBULANTE
COLOMBIA AND SINFONÍA TRÓPICO

SHOOTING A DOCUMENTARY IN SJDG

11 - 12 may
Official start of filming process. Division of
the whole team in the three groups of
production.

VISIT TO THE EXPERIMENTAL STATION "EL TRUENO"

documentary editing

PROJECTION OF DOCUMENTARIES IN "EL REFUGIO"

"We are trying to measure the
intangible, which is to touch the
heart”, comments Juan Pablo Castro.
Because, in the end, through art you
can connect the center to the
periphery. An urban public which is
nurtured by the expressions from the
outside, and a rural public, to which
global concepts are being injected,
sometimes very abstract and
technical, about climate change and
biodiversity. “We want to bring a
distant problem to a closer one. We
want to tie the urban to the rural”,
comments Caridad Botella, art curator
of the organization.
El Espectador, 6 May, 2015
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may 13

PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP WITH Mateo Pérez
We got together in the “Casa Cultural” of San José del Guaviare” with a group of 10 students from Sena.
First, we made an introduction of the general proposal of Sinfonía Trópico. Later, we started talking
about the basics of photography, for that we built a dark room of the size of a room to show the effect
of the darkroom. Then we started building pinhole cameras and did some first images with
photographic paper.

Colectivo Atempo’S performance workshop - "Cultiva Cultura"
Our first contact was with the teenagers, and after a series of games that involved the body and objects
of the nature we talked about the diversity of the place. That day we talked with the group of the
performance that we would realize the following day, explaining them how the presence of the body
also can be a tool to participate in the public space, apart from the mural.

Ambulante: Visit to the experimental station “El Trueno”, SINCHI

“Ambulante Más Allá” (AMA) and
Sinfonía Trópico had a clear goal: to
stop deforestation and to promote the
development of media of sustainable
living in the region by the means of
artistic expressions. 16 teenagers,
divided in three groups, took their
cameras Canon 5D and their tripods and
microphones to make three
documentaries about fishing,
deforestation and Gama, representative
of rap and breakdance of the region.”
El Espectador, 10 June, 2015

PART #2: AUDIOVISUAL POST PRODUCTION, PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP
DATE

14 May 2015

PLACE OF ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

PARTICIPANTS

Ambulante: visit to Flaviano
Mahechas finca;end of
filming process;
Whole Team
Photography Workshop
with Mateo Pérez: día de
práctica, visita de finca La
Ñupuna, se toman
fotos de zonas
deforestadas y
reforestadas;
Colectivo Atempo:
Performance
“18.992 Árboles
talados hoy en el Guaviare”
Javier Ortiz and
Camila Gutiérrez arrive;
Ambulante: postproduction
process begins;
Photography Workshop with
Mateo: fique paper
production; Colectivo
Atempo: Experimental
Whole Team + Javier
Ortiz,
nature drawing workshop.
Camila Gutiérrez (CO)

San José del Guaviare

15 May 2015

Ambulante: Post
production process in
teams; Photography
Workshop with Mateo:
pinhole camera
workshop; Colectivo
Atempo: Diversity
Mural in Guaviare

16 May 2015

Ambulante: End of post production process and
projection; Photography
Workshop with Mateo:
Photographic Exhibition

17 May 2015
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Performance: “18.992 trees cut TODAY in the Guaviare”

Colectivo Atempo - Performance “18.992 trees cut today in the Guaviare” -

14 may

The idea started with a number. Daily, 22.300 trees of all species are deforested in the North of
Guaviare. In order to fully understand what the number means, the performers meticulously counted
and laid down the small wooden sticks on the government square. After 15 straight grueling hours of
doing this, 18,992 wooden sticks were laid to visually represent daily rate of forest loss in Guaviare.
Although the total number of 22,300 was not reached, each wooden stick represented the unity of the
performers and the community in placing those sticks. This concrete act represented the removal of the
abstract sense of the number, and for people to have a better grasp of the daily rate of deforestation in
the region. Four people in business attire obsessively counting an unimaginable amount of sticks on a
square definitely drew attention from onlookers. Eventually, many in the village heard about the
commotion. The persevering physical effort of the act strengthened the metaphor of the performance.
What surprised us was the insight of the public as the message had no boundaries. Each visitor received
with his solemnity the “protest act” which the Colectivo Atempo declared against deforestation and pest
control. The dimension of the performance exceeded our expectations. They drained us with questions
and the visual result has been respected days after the performance happened. The cooperation of a big
number of people including policemen, the mayor and the whole team of Sinfonía Trópico gave us the
necessary impulse to reach the limit that we got to in the performance. The event was a precise way of
showing the unprecedented velocity of deforestation in the Amazon, that we cannot even complete the
act in one day.

The deforestation continues to be the cancer that eats us away. The deforestation has
caused the loss of ecological functionality, in turn losing the resources of the
forest. The IDEAM and the Ministry of the Environment and the SINCHI Institute that has
a base in San José have identified a deforestation rate between 120 and 130 thousand
hectares a year. The department of Guaviare has one of the highest deforestation rates
in the country, making the initiatives of Sinfonía Trópico important developments in
highlighting the importance of forest preservation. If we achieve to accomplish the
goal of the government to stop deforestation until 2020, it would be a milestone.
Brigitte L.G. Baptiste, Colombia Responsable, Radio Nacional, 11 May, 2015

14 may
Ambulante: Visit of the finca of Flaviano Mahecha. Official end of shooting.
Photography workshop with Mateo Pérez:
Practice day. We went to the finca of Ñupuna, 30 minutes away from San José where we could observe
an example of a finca which has left behind practices against biodiversity and started a reforestation
labour which is up to today an example in the region. There, we were able to capture photos of the
deforested and reforested areas.

15 may

Ambulante: Beginning of the postproduction process. The three groups discuss themes about the general
planning for each project.

Photography workshop with Mateo Pérez:

We started to make sisal paper to print our photos using craft means with sisal fiber that has been
brought to the workshop.

Colectivo Atempo - workshop of experimental and natural drawing

In the drawing workshop, we explored different ways of tracing ones thoughts and feelings, (e.g. with
the other hand, with eyes closed, looking at your partner without looking at the paper) all this with the
aim of exploring the diversity of the look and the translation of the drawing as much as discovering ones
own gesture and being able to mold it on the mural. To end the workshop, we made an introduction to
the environmental concept of the mural and gave a presentation with some international and national
examples of graffiti artists, those of which related their work with the environment. Additional
participants from the National Police of Guaviare joined us in the mural.

Ambulante: Continuation of the postproduction process in groups.
Photography workshop with Mateo Pérez

16 may

We finished to make our paper and took photos again with pinhole cameras. After drying our paper, we
pressed it and left it to print the digital photos, after being edited and adjusted.

Colectivo Atempo - Diversity Mural Guaviare

From 9 in the morning, we started painting the diversity mural where everybody - the teenagers of the
Family Acun Cru, Colectivo Atempo and the volunteers of the police – painted one letter with the aim of
showing the cultural and social diversity of its region. The event was accompanied with music and hip
hop singers. At some point of the day, the rest of the team of Sinfonía Trópico participated painting a
jaguar and more letters and the background. On the other side, many people walking by were aware of
the development of the mural and were very happy with this present in the public space. At the end of
the day we finalized the mural of more than 20m meters of length being very happy and with a special
connection with the participating teenagers.

17 may

Ambulante: Postproduction of audio. Finishing of all the process. Projection at the final event. First cuts
of the three short documentaries.

Photography workshop of Mateo Pérez:

Finalizing of the printing and mounting of the exhibition. At 6pm we opened the exhibition with about
50 photos printed on paper of agave made by the students and 15 photos made by pinhole cameras in
black and white.

Showing of the documentaries and closure concert. ¡Thanks, San José del Guaviare!
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diversity mural

17

photography workshop with mateo pérez
“…the photography workshop showed the students analog techniques and the
functioning of the world upside down. “Until Wednesday I couldn’t believe
that through one hole light would enter and then an image would appear”, said
Dúmar Magón, photography student.
Later, these photos were showcased in an exhibition named Eco systems and
tension. They were taken in the Natural Reserve Ñupana, 30 minutes from San
José. In the photos, printed on natural fibre, the biodiversity of the region
has been portrayed. Also, we made some experiments with negatives and light.
“We wanted to show with this exhibition that Guaviare is not just Guerilla and
Paramilitary, but biodiversity”, commented Brayan Camilo Serna, participant
of the workshop”. El Espectador, June 10, 2015.

Photography team

making sisal paper

darkroom process

exhibition: ECOsystems and tensions

photographers with the director charlotte streck

may 17 - closure
“It will be a spectacular day full of surprises. The whole community is
invited to experience the presentation of the great work of these 11 days, and
later a great concert representing the diversity of the region will close
this expedition”. www.radiosantafe.com, 14 May, 2015.

director Charlotte Streck introducing Sinfonía Trópico’s events in SJDG

Mayor GEOVANNY GÓMEZ, JAVIER ORTIZ (SINCHI), JUAN PABLO CASTRO

Equipo Ambulante colombia en San josé del Guaviare - evento de clausura

Documentary Team - ambulante colombia
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closure concert

concert fragments
Corazón del Guaviare
La deforestación, o talación,
Es un problema crítico, de mala decisión,
Conservemos la flora que madre tierra está llorando,
El oxígeno escasea y el agua se va agotando.
…
Hay que empezar aquí, sembrar, amar, cuidar, y no talar,
El medio ambiente que a tus hijos les puede quedar,
Por eso este mensaje está hecho pal que escucha,
Aquel que quiere un buen futuro y por su tierra lucha,
Aquel que pone su mano en el corazón,
Aquel que busca lo mejor para nuestra nación,
Nativo, colono o turista, no me cansaré,
De vivir en esta tierra de la flor del Guaviare.
…
Con seriedad, serenidad y calidad,
Sigo rapeando por la Biodiversidad,
La selva del Guaviare que esconde mucha riqueza,
Desde flora y fauna, y con este arte que se expresa,
Especies silvestres, contando la vegetación,
Que por la mano del hombre está en peligro de extinción.
Tenemos que empezar a reflexionar,
Que todo lo natural debemos de conservar.
Concientiza si quieres sentir la brisa,
De una mañana fresca que te saque una sonrisa.
Nada más bello que poder contemplar
Animales exóticos y su belleza natural.
Por eso aprovecho esta ocasión,
Con SINFONÍA TRÓPICO, haciendo esta canción,
Desde Colombia, AMBULANTE MÁS ALLÁ,
Este es el GAMA conservando nuestra Biodiversidad.
Camilo Martínez (Masilva) & Arnol Ramírez Macías (Gama)

Los hijos de lo diverso representan la nación defensores de la tierra
esa es su generación
Conversan con la espesura del choco y la amazonía por los llanos y
los valles transitan con alegría y a los majestuosos andes ellos rinden
pleitesía .
Guardianes de nuestra fauna del loro del armadillo de la sinfonía
silvestre con sus versos y estribillos
Con lenguas y trabalenguas y los violines de grillos engalanan
bulliciosos las leyendas y los mitos
Por la falta de conciencia hoy somos menos diversos la tala
indiscriminada vuelve a selvas desiertos muchos pretenden comprarte
madre tierra pues son necios no alcanzan a comprender que tu jamas
tendrás precio
Zambos mulatos indígenas negros blancos o mestizos toditos somos
iguales las fronteras quien las hizo amemonos como hermanos eso
fue lo que Dios quiso una sola identidad lo digo y lo pluralizo
Capital de la esperanza llena de vida y colores donde el sol nace mas
fuerte y se forman arreboles
Con tu embrujo natural cautivas los corazones con arpa cuatro y
maracas te compongo mis canciones
Llega la boa ancestral Guaviare hasta tus riveras y nutres el amazonas
como al corazón las venas
Tus riquezas naturales deslumbrantes y serenas lindosa y chiribiquete
son joyas con que desvelas
La grandeza de tu encanto con belleza inmaculada hoy la sinfonía
trópico te describe engalanada con un traje verde selva prenda viva de
tu ajuar la magia de tus tesoros los invita a celebrar (bis)
Camilo Martínez, lyrics Pasaje llanero San José Guaviare

Medicinas, alimentos lujuria encanto aislamiento, tierra
en acaparamiento bosques llenos de valor la amazonia y el
sahara y la antartida se abrazan, se sustentan una a otra
importante es su función absurda su destrucción y hasta
aquí llega esa boa ancestral, el río Guaviare desemboca al
amazonas, recorre chiribiquete la lindosa otros tesoros que
por toda su grandeza sagrados serán señores señores.
No importa cual tribu sea que sea llena de colores aire puro que
produce la selva y sus lindas flores sus cantos y sus malocas sus
comidas y sabores el casabe y la fariña alimentos gustadores la
chicha y el chontaduro el cumare aquí señores son unas palmas
hermosas de esta tierra de colores para unos puede ser monte
para nosotros mansiones.
Camilo Martínez, lyrics Joropo llanero
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